
TP3 Global receives Royal recognition 
by winning the Queen’s Awards for Enterprise 2018

Birmingham, UK, 23 April 2018 – TP3 Global, a leading global innovator and provider of thermal 
protection for temperature sensitive cargo, is pleased to announce it has been awarded the 2018 
Queen’s Awards for Enterprise in the International Trade category for its globally-recognised 
Silverskin™ brand.

The Queen’s Awards for Enterprise are the United Kingdom’s most prominent business awards, which commend 
enterprise excellence. TP3 Global won the recognition for outstanding growth in overseas sales over the past three 
years. SilverSkinTM has become a major brand in the market, recognised, approved and used by the leading 
pharmaceutical companies around the world. TP3 Global has seen rapid growth thanks to a strong focus on providing 
consistent quality and innovative solutions to a worldwide client base.

Clive Wheeldon, President of TP3 Global, commented: “We are extremely proud to achieve the prestigious 
Queen’s Award for Enterprise for international trade. Our commitment to providing market-leading products, innovation 
and high-quality customer service has resulted in working with the industry’s leading pharmaceutical companies.
We continue to invest heavily in R&D, global footprint and customer service ensuring we stay at the forefront of the 
market. We are delighted to see many of the world’s pharmaceutical companies utilise SilverskinTM to maintain the 
integrity of their products in their supply chain. Our team is very proud to have won a prestigious Queen’s Award that 
recognises our on-going commitment to innovation and excellence for international trade.”

The Queen’s Awards for Enterprise first began in 1966. They are awarded to businesses for outstanding 
achievement in four categories International Trade, Innovation, Sustainable Development and also for 
Promoting Opportunity (through social mobility).

------- ENDS -------

About TP3 Global
TP3 Global is the manufacturer of the globally-recognised market leading SilverSkin™ range of thermal protection 
solutions. With operations in EMEA, the Americas, India and Asia Pacific, we are strategically positioned to serve our 
customers on a truly global basis.

We are suppliers to the global-leading pharmaceutical, healthcare, logistics and perishable industries, which has 
allowed us to build long-standing collaborations and development of market-leading products.

TP3 Global manufactures a full range of single-use and re-usable thermal protection products for all modes of 
transport for pallets and parcels. As pioneers in materials technology, we are constantly seeking to provide innovation 
to the market place.
For further information on TP3 Global please visit www.tp3global.com
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